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Abstract
Categorical clustering in the visual system is thought to have evolved as a function of intrinsic (intra-areal) and extrinsic (inter-areal) connectivity and experience. In the visual system, the Extrastriate Body Area (EBA), an occipito-temporal region, responds to full body and body part images under the organizational principle of their functional/semantic meaning. Although frequency-specific modulations of neural activity associated with perceptive and cognitive functions are increasingly attracting the interest of neurophysiologists and cognitive neuroscientists, perceiving single body-parts with different functional meaning and full body images induces time-frequency modulations over occipito-temporal electrodes are yet to be described. Here, we studied this issue by measuring EEG in participants who passively observed fingers, hands, arms and faceless full body images with four control plant stimuli, each bearing hierarchical analogies with the body stimuli. We confirmed that occipito-temporal electrodes (compatible with the location of EBA) show a larger Event Related Potential (ERP, N190) for body-related images. Furthermore, we identified a body-part specific (i.e. selective for hands and arms) Theta Event Related Synchronization increase under the same electrodes. This frequency modulation associated with the perception of body effectors over occipito-temporal cortices is in line with recent findings of categorical organization of neural responses to human effectors in the visual system.

Introduction
The body of our conspecific conveys socially relevant information and the brain dedicates many resources to processing this type of stimulus. Research on the neural correlates of body perception provides evidence of an involvement of high-level visual areas specifically dedicated to processing this information.
body images. Yet, whether different neural computations may support the processing of different body parts remains unclear. Imaging (fMRI) studies (Downing et al., 2001; Peelen & Downing, 2005) have shown that two bilateral regions of the visual system (Fusiform Body Area (FBA) and the Extrastriate Body Area (EBA)) selectively respond to the observation of bodies and body-parts compared to non-body stimuli. A causal role for the activity of the EBA for processing body images has been provided by brain stimulation and lesions studies (Urgesi et al., 2004; Moro et al., 2008). Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) revealed that modulating the EBA activity ~150 ms after image presentation impairs perceptual discrimination between different full body images and different single body part images (Urgesi et al., 2004; Urgesi et al., 2007; Pitcher et al., 2012; Pitcher et al., 2009).

Recent studies have shown that sub-clusters within the EBA territory exhibit a body-part selectivity with segregated voxels showing greater responses to hands, arms or torso images (Schwarzlose et al., 2005; Bracci et al., 2010; Orlov et al., 2010; Weiner & Grill-Spector, 2010). Moreover, body parts that are semantically coded as motor effectors (i.e. hands (Bracci et al., 2012), arms and legs (Bracci et al., 2015)) are represented in neighboring regions within the occipito-temporal cortex, suggesting that the action-relatedness of a given body part is a fundamental organizational principle in the occipito-temporal pole (Bracci & Peelen 2013; Bracci et al., 2015; Lingnau & Downing, 2015). These findings contribute to the debate concerning whether the functional role of EBA (and the FBA) is to code for single body-parts or for their spatial arrangement in a full body shape (i.e. part-based vs. holistic body representation; Taylor et al., 2007, see also Brandman & Yovel, 2016).

Adding to the functional imaging and brain stimulation evidence, EEG (Thierry et al., 2006) and intracranial studies (Pourtois et al., 2007) have characterized the timing of the neural response to body images by identifying a body-specific Event-Related Potential (ERP) that appears as a cortical negative potential peaking around 200 ms after stimulus onset (i.e. body-N190). This ERP is identified bilaterally over the occipito-temporal electrodes (PO7, PO8, P7, P8) and is assumed to be
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generated by the EBA, as suggested by source localization analysis (Thierry et al., 2006; Giabbiconi et al., 2016) and intracranial recordings (Pourtois et al., 2007).

Although EEG studies have described an early neural response to body images in the time domain, there have not been any studies testing frequency-specific modulations associated with visual processing of different body parts and full body images. Interest in frequency analysis is gaining momentum as frequency-specific activity is thought to reflect different areal and inter-areal processing mechanisms (Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004; Wang, 2010; Fries, 2009; Fries, 2015). Importantly, categorical clustering in the visual system may result from a combination of anatomical and functional constraints such as the experience with, and ecological relevance of, specific stimuli as well as the intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity within the visual system and between the visual system and other cortical regions (Kravitz et al., 2013). Describing local oscillatory neural responses to stimuli of different categories and subcategories may represent an indication of the different network mechanisms supporting their processing and their distinct neural fate (Peelen & Caramazza, 2010).

In the present study, besides replicating earlier findings highlighting the body category-specific N190 amplitude modulation (Taylor et al., 2007; Pourtois et al., 2007), we performed Event-Related (De)Synchronization (ERD/ERS) analyses (Pfurtscheller, 2001; Pfurtscheller & Da Silva, 1999) to describe band-specific changes in post stimulus EEG power associated with the processing of body-related visual stimuli. Because several studies have associated the visually evoked P1-N1 complex to theta (4-7 Hz) and alpha (8-13 Hz) band modulations (Klimesh et al., 2004; Gruber et al., 2005), we also studied power modulations (i.e. Whole, Evoked and Induced Power) in these frequency ranges in the P1-N1 time-window (i.e. 75-225 ms).

To summarize, we compared two different categories of stimuli (Bodies vs. Plants) at four different hierarchical levels (finger/leaf, hand/cluster, arm/branch, body/tree). On the one hand, we replicated previous findings in the time domain (i.e. higher N190 amplitude for body images compared to
control ones) whilst, on the other hand, we extended the characterization of this response to body-part images in the occipito-temporal cortex by describing a selective increase in theta Whole and Evoked power associated with the observation of specific body effectors (i.e. hand and arm).

Material and Methods

Participants

Sixteen individuals (5 male, 11 female, mean age 27.1 ± 4.1) took part in the experiment. All participants were right-handed with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave written consent prior to the experiment. Participants were naive as to the aim of the experiment at the outset and were informed of the purpose of the study only after all the experimental procedures were completed. All participants were paid 7 /h. The experimental procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Fondazione Santa Lucia (Rome, Italy), and the study was performed in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

Stimuli

All stimuli were used in a previous EEG study by Taylor et al. (2010). The body stimuli (Bodies category) comprised a total of 32 grayscale images divided into four groups according to their hierarchy: 1) male or female headless full body, 2) single arm, 3) single hand and 4) single finger. Control stimuli (Plants category) comprised a total of 32 grayscale images also divided into four groups: 1) whole tree, 2) branch 3) leaf cluster, and 4) individual leaf. All images were scaled to 400 × 400 pixels at a resolution of 72 dpi on a ‘Netscape grey’ background (RGB, 192:192:192). Example stimuli are presented in Figure 1.
Procedure

Each trial comprised of a red fixation cross that appeared 800 ms before the target stimulus. Target images were shown for 500 ms at the center of the screen. In order to avoid EEG artifacts from the appearance and disappearance of the fixation cross, the fixation cross remained during and 1500 ms after the disappearance of the target stimuli, followed by a blank screen for 1500 ms. Stimuli were viewed at a distance of approximately 60 cm. In order to maintain vigilance over the stimuli, on random trials (20% of the trials), participants were asked to respond by pressing one of two buttons with their left index and middle finger to indicate whether the previous stimulus was a leaf, leaf cluster, branch, tree, finger, hand, arm or body image (e.g. Leaf? Yes/No). Stimulus presentation and synchronization with the EEG system was controlled via E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). The experiment consisted of 6 blocks with 64 trials each, where Bodies and Plants stimuli were presented randomly. The total number of trials was 384 (48 trials for each of the 8 different conditions).

EEG-recordings

EEG signals were recorded and amplified using a Neuroscan SynAmps RT amplifiers system (Compumedics Limited, Melbourne, Australia) and acquired from 60 tin scalp electrodes embedded in a fabric cap (Electro-Cap International, Eaton, OH), arranged according to the 10-10 system. The EEG was recorded from the following channels: Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, AF3, AF4, F7, F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, T7, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, TP7, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, TP8, P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO7, PO3, AF7, POz, AF8, PO4, PO8, O1, Oz, O2, FT7 and FT8. Horizontal electro-oculogram (HEOG) was recorded bipolarly from electrodes placed on the outer canthi of each eye and signals from the left earlobe were also recorded. All electrodes were physically referenced to an electrode placed on the right earlobe and were algebraically re-referenced off-line to the average of both earlobe electrodes. Impedance was kept below 5 KΩ for all electrodes for the whole duration of the experiment,
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amplifier hardware band-pass filter was 0.01 to 200 Hz and sampling rate was 1000 Hz. In order to remove the eye blinks or other artifacts, EEG and horizontal electro-oculogram were processed in two separate steps. Data were then downsampled at 500 Hz before a blind source separation method was applied, using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Jung et al., 2000) implemented in the MatLab toolbox EEGLab (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) to remove from the EEG any components related to eye movements. Trials showing amplifier blocking, residual eye blink or other types of artifacts were then excluded from the analysis manually. The artifact rejection procedure (over all the 16 participants) led to 11.85% of the trials being rejected (final average of trials per condition = 42.31, std = 3.13).

Analyses

Event Related Potentials.

Analyses of P1-N1 components were carried out with Brain Vision Analyzer 1.05 software (Brain-Products, GmbH). Prior to ERP averaging for each condition, EEG epochs over the range −200 to +1000 ms relative to stimulus onset were baseline corrected with reference to the pre-stimulus signal of 200 ms. P1 and N1 Mean Amplitudes were computed using time-windows ranging from 80 to 150 ms and 150 and 220 ms, respectively. These time windows were centered on the grand average peak latency of P1 and N1 values (116 ms for P1 and 189 ms for N1, respectively).

Clusters of electrodes

In order to compare several areas of the occipital, parieto-occipital and occipito-temporal cortices, three different clusters of electrodes were computed. The different clusters of electrodes are: 1) the Extrastriate Body Area cluster (i.e. EBA) (PO8, P8, PO7 and P7) (Thierry et al., 2006; Pourtois et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2010); 2) the Occipital cluster (i.e. OCC) (O1 and O2); 3) the Parieto-Occipital Cluster (i.e. PO) (PO4, P6, PO3 and P5).

Time-Frequency Analysis
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Whole, Evoked and Induced Power

Time-Frequency analyses were performed by using the FieldTrip routines (Donders Institute, Nijmegen; Oostenveld et al., 2010) in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.). The EEG time series were obtained by segmenting the signal into epochs of 1500 ms length (from 500 ms before to 1000 ms after the presentation of the stimulus) and were band-pass filtered (0.1 to 100 Hz). Each epoch was transformed in the frequency domain and multiplied with the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) power spectrum of a set of complex Morlet wavelets using 50 ms time bins in a -500 to 1000 ms peri-stimulus window. A width of 4 provided an adequate trade-off between temporal and frequency resolution (Cavanagh et al., 2012).

Time frequency analysis on single trials resulted in the computation of the Whole power, containing both phase-locked signal (i.e Evoked power) and non phase-locked signal (i.e. Induced power). Then, Evoked power was calculated from averaged ERPs (for each subject and condition) and Induced power was identified by subtracting Evoked from Whole power for each single trial. Estimated frequency band results for Whole and Induced Power were displayed as event-related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) with respect to a baseline between -500 and -100 ms before presentation of the stimulus. Relative change in Evoked power was determined by subtracting the baseline-corrected Induced power from the baseline-corrected Whole power. Indeed, baseline signal in Evoked power is very small due to averaging, and computing ERD/ERS on Evoked activity would result in meaningless results (Hajihosseini & Holroyd, 2013.). ERD and ERS represent a decrease or increase in synchrony of the recorded neuronal population (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999). Positive and negative ERD/ERS values index synchronization and desynchronization with respect to a given reference interval. The formula used to compute event related desynchronization/synchronization was:

\[
ERD/ERS (t, f) = \frac{E(t, f) - E_{ref}(t, f)}{E_{ref}(t, f)}
\]

Where \(E(t,f)\) represents the spectrum at a given t (time) and f (frequency) and \(E_{ref}(t,f)\) is the mean.
power of the reference interval. For each experimental condition, ERD/ERS were extracted from 75 to 225 ms (in order to include both P1 and N1 peaks) on EBA electrodes (P08, P07, P8, P7), at both Theta (4-7 Hz) and Alpha (8-13Hz).

Statistics
Statistical analyses on ERPs (i.e. P1, N1 Mean Amplitudes) and ERD/ERS were performed with Statsoft Statistica 8 software. General Linear Model (GLM) and the Greenhouse-Geisser correction for non-sphericity was applied when appropriate (Keselman & Rogan, 1980). P1 and N1 Mean Amplitudes were analyzed through two separated 3x2x4 within-subject repeated measures AOVAs with factors Electrodes cluster (OCC, EBA, PO), Category (Bodies, Plants), Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, Arm/Branch, Body/Tree). Time-Frequency indexes (i.e. Whole and Evoked Theta ERD/ERS) were analyzed each at EBA by a 2x4 within subject repeated measures ANOVAs with factors Category (Bodies, Plants) and Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree). Post-hoc comparisons were performed using the Newman-Keuls correction for multiple comparisons.

Results
Accuracy
Mean overall recognition performance was 91.83 ± 2.9% (mean ± s.e.m.).

Time domain: ERPs

P1 Mean Amplitude
The 3x2x4 (Cluster of Electrodes x Category x Hierarchy) ANOVA showed that the factor Category did not reach statistical significance as a main effect ($p = 0.132$) nor did it interact with any other factor (all $ps > 0.300$), thus showing that P1 mean amplitude was not affected by the content of the stimuli. The analysis highlighted a significant main effect of Electrodes ($F(2,30) =$...
4.809, \( p = 0.032 \)), indicating higher mean amplitudes at EBA compared to PO (\( p = 0.012 \), all other \( ps > 0.09 \)). No other main effect was significant (all \( ps > 0.338 \)). The only interaction that turned out to be significant was that which occurred between Electrodes and Hierarchy (F(6,90) = 6.470, \( p < 0.001 \)). Post-hoc test indicated that the hierarchy factor had a different impact on P1 mean amplitude at EBA and PO compared to OCC. Indeed: 1) in EBA and PO, only the third hierarchical level (i.e. arm/branch) induced lower P1 amplitudes compared to the other levels (\( ps < 0.03 \)) and 2) conversely, in OCC each hierarchical level differed from the others (all \( ps < 0.001 \)) except the second (i.e. hand/leaf cluster) vs. third (i.e. arm/branch) hierarchical level (\( p = 0.390 \)).

**N1 Mean Amplitude**

The 3x2x4 (Cluster of Electrodes x Category x Hierarchy) ANOVA on N1 mean amplitude revealed that the triple Electrodes x Category x Hierarchy interaction reached significance (F(6,90) = 5.368, \( p < 0.001 \)). Post-hoc comparisons showed that: 1) all body stimuli induced larger N1 mean amplitudes than plant images in EBA electrodes (all \( ps < 0.001 \)) (see Figure 2 and 3); 2) only full bodies induced larger amplitudes than trees over the OCC (\( p < 0.001 \)); 3) finger, hand and full bodies induced larger mean amplitudes compared to leaves, leaf clusters and trees over the PO (all \( ps < 0.001 \)).

The factor Category (Bodies vs Plants) reached statistical significance (F(1,15) = 9.159, \( p = 0.009 \)), and showed that Bodies induced a significantly greater N1 mean amplitude compared to Plants overall. The factor Hierarchy reached significance (F(3,45) = 8.470, \( p < 0.001 \)) with larger N1 for level 2 (hands/leaf cluster) than level 4 (body/tree) (\( p = 0.004 \), and larger N1 for level 3 (arm/branch) than level 1 (finger/leaf) (\( p = 0.016 \) and four (body/tree) (\( p < 0.001 \)). It was also found that the Electrodes x Hierarchy interaction was significant (F(6,90) = 12.691, \( p < 0.001 \)), with levels 2 (hands/leaf cluster) and 3 (arm/branch) inducing a larger N1 than level 4 (body/tree) in all Electrodes (all \( ps < 0.001 \), level 1 (finger/leaf) inducing smaller N1 than 2 (hands/leaf cluster), 3
(arm/branch) and 4 (body/tree) in OCC ($ps < 0.001$), smaller than 2 (hands/leaf cluster), 3 (arm/branch) and 4 (body/tree) in EBA ($ps < 0.001$), and smaller only than 3 (arm/branch) and 4 (body/tree) in PO ($p < 0.001$).

Thus, by replicating previous studies (Thierry et al., 2006; Pourtois et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2010), we found it was only at EBA cluster that all body stimuli induced larger N1 mean amplitudes when compared to plant images as a whole category, and this also applied to each hierarchical level. Then, we tested the hypothesis that this EBA response to body-part stimuli is also characterized by band-specific modulations.

**Time-Frequency Analyses**

**Whole Power**

*Alpha (8-13 Hz) on EBA cluster*

The 2x4 ANOVA with Category (Body vs Plants) x Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree) revealed a main effect of Hierarchy ($F(3,45) = 3.978$, $p = 0.016$). Post-hoc tests indicated that the second level (hand and leaf cluster) induced larger alpha ERS than the other hierarchical levels ($ps < 0.01$) (all other $ps > 0.12$).

*Theta (4-7 Hz) on EBA cluster*

The 2x4 ANOVA with Category (Body vs Plants) x Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree) revealed a significant second level Category x Hierarchy interaction ($F(3,45) = 3.978$, $p = 0.013$) (Figure 4). Post-hoc tests indicated that the hand and arm images induced larger theta ERS than leaf cluster and branch images (both $ps < 0.015$). Furthermore, hand and arm images induced higher theta ERS than finger ($p < 0.001$) and body images ($p < 0.002$).
Overall, whole power ERD/ERS analyses over EBA showed a specific theta ERS increase for hand and arm images when compared with all other body-parts (i.e. fingers and bodies) as well as with all control non-body stimuli.

**Evoked Power**

*Alpha (8-13 Hz) on EBA cluster*

The 2x4 ANOVA with Category (Body vs Plants) x Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree) revealed no significant main effect nor interaction (all $p$s > 0.055).

*Theta (4-7 Hz) on EBA cluster*

The 2x4 ANOVA with Category (Body vs Plants) x Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree) revealed a significant second level Category x Hierarchy interaction ($F(3,45) = 6.061, p = 0.011$) (Figure 5). Post-hoc tests indicated that the hand and arm images induced larger theta ERS than leaf cluster and branch images (both $p$s < 0.007). Furthermore, hand and arm images induced higher theta ERS than finger ($p < 0.001$) and body images ($p < 0.001$).

Overall, Evoked power analyses over EBA showed a specific theta synchronization increase for hand and arm images when compared with all other body-parts (i.e. fingers and bodies) as well as with all control non-body stimuli.

**Induced Power**

*Alpha (8-13 Hz) on EBA cluster*

The 2x4 ANOVA with Category (Body vs Plants) x Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree) revealed a significant second level Category x Hierarchy interaction ($F(3,45) = 6.061, p = 0.026$). Post-hoc tests indicated that the body images induced larger alpha ERD than hands ($p = 0.021$) (all other $p$s > 0.082).
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The 2x4 ANOVA with Category (Body vs Plants) x Hierarchy (finger/leaf, hand/leaf cluster, arm/branch, body/tree) revealed neither significant main effect nor interaction (all ps > 0.058).

Discussion

In this study we replicated previous findings concerning the modulation of the earliest body-selective ERP (N1) amplitude during body part and body image observation (Thierry et al., 2006; Pourtois et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2010). We were also able to deepen the understanding of body-part visual processing by: 1) highlighting a selective theta ERS for hands and arms compared to other body stimuli (i.e. fingers and full headless bodies) and to hierarchically matched control stimuli, and 2) showing that this theta modulation is due to phase-locked signal (i.e. Evoked theta power).

Thus, body and body-part stimuli seem to generate specific EEG activity in both time domain (ERP) and time-frequency domain (Whole and Evoked power) over occipito-temporal cortices. However, while evoked potentials proved to be sensitive to the same extent to body-parts and full body images, only hands and arms images induced greater theta synchronization in the time-window of the P1-N1 complex over EBA. This pattern of results may indicate a differential role of spectral bands for the processing of body effectors according to their relevance for action related networks.

**ERP and ERD/ERS differences in body-related image processing**

Over the last decades, diverging theories have been trying to explain the genesis of ERPs and their counterparts in the time-frequency domain. On the one hand, studies have suggested that event-related increases in ERPs amplitude correspond to increases in EEG power compared to ongoing spontaneous EEG activity (Mäkinen et al., 2005). On the other hand, it has been suggested that ERPs are the results of a phase resetting of ongoing oscillatory activity, without changes of EEG...
power (Makeig et al., 2002, see Sauseng et al. 2007 for a review). It has also been suggested that both mechanisms may participate in the generation of ERP components (Herrman et al. 2014).

Concerning early visual potentials (i.e. P1-N1), the contribution of alpha and theta oscillations is considered of particular interest given the frequency of the ERP (Klimesh et al., 2004) but the link between time domain (ERPs) modulation and time-frequencies modulation remains unclear and needs further testing (Mazaheri & Jensen, 2006; Sauseng et al., 2007).

In this study, while N190 amplitude over occipito-temporal electrodes was significantly higher for all body-related stimuli compared to control images, the theta ERS modulation did not reflect a similar pattern and showed a hand and arm selectivity. The Evoked power results showed a similar pattern of the Whole power theta ERS (higher for hands and arms), whereas no significant results were found in the alpha band.

Overall, although the debate on the contribution of ERD/ERS and phase-locked signal to ERP generation and modulation is still open (Mazaheri & Jensen, 2006; Sauseng et al., 2007), the pattern of results from our study seem to be difficult to reconcile with the idea that the early ERP found for body image perception is a direct reflection of ERD/ERS in alpha and theta bands. Taken together, this evidence is in line with the notion that the ERP and the time-frequency indexes may underpin different computational mechanisms (Pfurtscheller & da Silva, 1999; Wang, 2010). One possible explanation for these differences (see below) is that, while ERP amplitude may be more sensitive to category-specific processes (i.e. body vs non-body), time-frequency indexes may be more sensitive to inter-areal communication mechanisms coding the functional role of specific visual stimuli (e.g. effectors vs non effectors). In our case, theta modulation of the Whole and Evoked power shows a significant difference for body effectors such as hands and arms when compared to other within-category and across-category stimuli, in line with previous imaging studies that show a strong selectivity for body effectors in the occipito-temporal cortex (Bracci et al. 2012; Lingnau & Downing, 2015).
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The body is considered a special object for its relevance in many cognitive functions such as self-awareness, motor control and social communication. Accordingly the brain represents body structure and functions in many different subcortical and occipito-temporo-parieto-frontal systems (Berlucchi & Aglioti, 1997, 2010). When it concerns the visual representation of bodies, two main hypotheses have been tested in previous studies to understand whether the body is represented as a whole or as the sum of its parts in the occipito-temporal cortex. At a behavioral level, identifying and discriminating body image in inverted orientation brings about an increase in reaction times and worse accuracy, leading to the idea that full body images undergo a configural processing as for the case of faces (Reed et al., 2003; Reed et al., 2006; Minnebusch & Daum, 2009; Seitz 2002; Neri 2009; Ramm et al. 2010; Robbins & Coltheart 2012; Papeo et al. 2017). Conversely, neurophysiological evidence in monkeys (Desimone et al., 1984; Bell et al., 2009; Pinsk et al., 2009; Popivanov et al., 2014) and humans (Bracci et al. 2010; Chan et al. 2010; Op de Beeck et al. 2010; Orlov et al. 2010; Weiner & Grill-Spector 2010, 2011) suggest that different regions of the occipito-temporal cortex respond to different body parts. By testing the role of holistic vs. part-based processing of body images, a recent fMRI study showed that the EBA activity is more sensitive to the global configuration of body parts when arranged in a full body rather than when divided into single, disjointed body parts (Brandman & Yovel, 2016). However, when testing the body configuration effect on the subclusters of EBA voxels selectively responding to single body parts, the authors of this study reported that the activity in these subclusters was not modulated by the presence of the configural body shape. The authors therefore propose that EBA contains smaller subregions coding for single body parts (as in Bracci et al., 2010; Orlov et al., 2010).

Our data seems to indicate that, although ERPs are adequate to identify neural responses selective for the content of the body shape (Thierry et al., 2006) and body parts (Taylor et al., 2007), time-frequency indices like Whole power, and more specifically Evoked power, might add information concerning the different processing mechanisms associated to different body districts.
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Categorical or functional representations of body-part images in the occipito-temporal cortex: the contribution of time-frequency evidence

A different theoretical question concerns what is (are) the organizational principle(s) of the segregated representations of different body parts in the occipito-temporal cortex, and whether frequency-specific modulations might help understanding the different communication mechanisms supporting these segregated representations.

In an attempt to understand the nature of the visual responses to body images, a seminal imaging study provided initial evidence that EBA activity was also influenced by the execution of unseen arm-hand movements (Astafiev et al., 2004). Building on this evidence, Orlov and colleagues (2010) extended this idea by showing that the occipito-temporal cortex contains segregated regions responding to the visual presentation of different body parts (hands, arms, torsos, legs, feet) and that these regions also seem to somatotopically modulate their activity in response to own body-parts movements. The relationship between movements and visual responses to body-parts in the occipito-temporal cortex was also tested by studying the overlap between fMRI responses to hand images and tools (Bracci et al., 2012). The authors reported that responses to tools selectively overlapped with responses to hands but not with responses to whole bodies, non-hand body parts, other objects or visual motion. They noted that action-related object properties shared by hands effectors and tools might be reflected in the organization of high-order visual cortex (Lingnau & Downing, 2015). The functional organization of high-order visual cortices therefore seems to partly reflect the connectivity of the visual regions with other downstream functional networks such as the fronto-parietal action network. Coherently with this proposal, imaging studies have provided evidence that seeing body effectors such as hands (Bracci et al., 2010; Bracci et al., 2012), arms and legs (Bracci et al., 2015) activate segregated regions in the lateral occipito-temporal cortex.

Whether the visual organization of body parts in the occipito-temporal cortex is organized according to shape similarity, physical proximity, cortical homunculus proximity or a functional principle was directly tested recently (Bracci et al., 2015). Importantly, while physical similarity
accounted for fMRI responses in the occipital cortex, the largest variance was accounted for by functional similarity in occipito-temporal, and parieto-frontal, areas (Bracci et al., 2015). This evidence is compatible with the notion that anatomical connectivity of the different regions of the occipito-temporal cortex may play an important role in shaping the specificity and organization of these regions such that, once information is extracted from the visual input, it propagates to other areas where the information is further processed, integrated with information from other modalities and linked to previous experiences (Peelen & Caramazza 2010; Kraviz et al., 2013). Therefore, within the occipito-temporal cortex, visual information concerning the shape and motion of the body seems to converge in middle-superior temporal regions and, from here, be projected to parietal and frontal areas to build a temporo-parietal-frontal network where action-related representations are processed (Lingnau & Downing, 2015).

It is worth noting that time-frequency modulation is thought to be associated with intra-areal as well as inter-areal processing. Finding theta specific modulations for hand and arm images only (not finger, full bodies or control non-body images) might represent a frequency-specific marker indicating that these body parts are further processed in action-related, temporo-parieto-frontal, networks (Lingnau & Downing, 2015) according to their functional/semantic meaning (Bracci et al., 2015).

**Role of Theta band in memory and perception**

Spontaneous theta frequency band oscillations were first described in the hippocampus of rabbits by Saul & Davis (1933) and later by Green & Arduini (1954) and have been considered to be the fingerprint of all limbic structures being most prominent in hippocampal formation (Lopes da Silva, 1992, 1990). Cortical oscillations in the theta band recorded over medial-frontal sites have been related to individuals’ action monitoring, cognitive control and reinforcement learning (Trujillo & Allen, 2007; Cavanagh et al., 2009) as well as in coding motor errors observed in others (van Elk et al., 2012; Pavone et al., 2016). Most of the literature on scalp theta oscillations has dealt with
activity recorded at frontal sites even when testing the neural responses to visual stimuli (for reviews see Guntekin & Basar 2014 and Klimesh, 1999) but did not focus on early time-windows (~200 ms) after stimulus presentation.

The specific appearance of theta modulations over occipito-temporal regions concerning perceptual processing is less clear as no study has so far contrasted theta responses to stimuli of different contents. Reviewing perceptual tasks, Schacter (1977) has described that occipital theta power increases (while alpha decreases) along with the complexity of visual stimulation (e.g. number of white squares, Gale et al., 1971a, 1971b) and this evidence was interpreted in terms of the 'arousal value' of the stimulus where more arousing stimuli would yield increased theta abundance. A MEG study (Osipova et al., 2006) on a memory task using visual stimuli (buildings and landscapes) that required an encoding (content discrimination task) and a retrieval (old/new discrimination) phase reported that, during the encoding phase (similar to our task), theta ERS over right parieto-temporal region increased for later remembered items compared to forgotten ones. Here we studied whether it was possible to detect a greater theta synchronization over electrodes that are spatially congruent with the localization of activity in visual areas specifically engaged in body parts images processing and when the associated ERP amplitude is modulated. The results seem to indicate that perceptual processes might be strengthened by mnemonic functions in a spatially organized fashion according to the specific content of the visual stimulus.

Conclusions

In this study we tested the hypothesis that perception of body-related images (compared to non-body control stimuli matched for hierarchical level) would trigger selective EEG responses in the time domain (ERPs, confirming previous studies) and in the time-frequency domain (Whole and Evoked Power) over occipito-temporal regions (Extrastriate Body Area, EBA). We were able to confirm the EBA body-specific ERP amplitude modulation (body-N190). We have extended the understanding of EBA activity during body-parts perception by describing a theta synchronization.
increase for hand and arm images compared to other body-parts (finger) and full body images (and control stimuli). Future studies will need to characterize these time-frequency responses at a functional level.
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Figures legends

Figure 1. Trial timeline and examples of stimuli (adapted from Taylor et al., 2010).

Figure 2. Graphical representations of ERPs, Whole Power and Evoked Power recorded over the
EBA cluster (PO8, P8, PO7 and P7) for all the stimuli levels. A) Finger/Leaf ; B) Hand/Leaf
Cluster; C) Arm/Branch ; D) Body/Tree. For statistical difference between conditions, see Figure 3,
4 and 5.

Figure 3. N1 mean amplitudes in the different experimental conditions recorded form the cluster of
electrodes over the EBA (PO7, PO8, P7, P8). Horizontal bars indicate the means, boxes indicate
standard error means and vertical bars indicate the standard deviation. Asterisks indicate significant
post-hoc comparisons. 1 = Finger/Leaf; 2 = Hand/Leaf Cluster; 3 = Arm/Branch; 4 = Body/Tree.
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**Figure 4.** The graphs show the Whole Power theta ERS over the EBA cluster for the different experimental conditions. Horizontal bars indicate the means, boxes indicate standard error means and vertical bars indicate the standard deviation. Asterisks indicate significant post-hoc comparisons. 1 = Finger/Leaf; 2 = Hand/Leaf Cluster; 3 = Arm/Branch; 4 = Body/Tree.

**Figure 5.** The graphs show the Evoked Power theta ERS over the EBA cluster for the different experimental conditions. Horizontal bars indicate the means, boxes indicate standard error means and vertical bars indicate the standard deviation. Asterisks indicate significant post-hoc comparisons. 1 = Finger/Leaf; 2 = Hand/Leaf Cluster; 3 = Arm/Branch; 4 = Body/Tree.
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